
 
 

Praxis Mundi  
A col laborat ive psycho-magical act of heal ing and 
metaphoric redistr ibut ion of power  along the 0º Meridian  
 
 
 
Exploring the liminal spaces where Earth meets Sky, East meets 
West, the mundane meets the sacred and where the land crumbles 
into the sea, Praxis Mundi is the emerging story of a box of Selenite 
crystals collected at Longitude 0.04 on the South coast of England 
and sent southwards along the Greenwich Meridian (0 degree 
longitude).   
  
Praxis Mundi is a conceptual and collaborative work that hopes to 
become a collection of on-line texts, imagery and sound, as the 
journey of the box is traced, and the energy of the selenite is 
concentrated and dissipated along the meridian, its synapses and 
networks, in a flow, in a dance of its own, as it is received by different 
people in different countries.  
  
This project hopes to creatively enrich what we know about the 0º 
meridian line with stories collected as the box travels along its path, 
which we hope will reach the crossing with the Equator, in the vicinity 
of Ghana, as an offering and historical reparation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  Dear collaborator,  

Thank you for receiving this box of selenite crystals. These pieces were  
collected from the beach underneath the 85 million year old cliffs along  
the South coast of England approximately 3 miles East of the 0.00°  
longitudinal line known as the Greenwich Meridian.   

Extending between the poles of the earth, this Meridian passes through 
The Arctic  Ocean, Greenland Sea, Norwegian Sea and North Sea before 
hitting  land in the United Kingdom. From there, it crosses the English 
Channel  to reach France and Spain and then the Mediterranean Sea to 
meet the  African continent where it passes through Algeria, Mali, Burkina 
Faso,  Togo and the Gold coast of Ghana. From there, it crosses the 
Atlantic  Ocean and Southern Ocean to reach Antarctica.   

 
For nearly two centuries, the Meridian has served as the basis for  
navigation, the world time zone system, and as the dividing line between  
Eastern and Western hemispheres.  
Some research points to the Greenwich line as an ancient pathway of  
astronomical and telluric significance. Some say that British Kings and  
Queens and their freemason advisors both knew and made use of the  



power connected to this line to empower and assure their dominion.  
Accounts of medieval magic connect this line with mysteries of an  ancient 
axis, a portal into the Axis Mundi, the connection between  Heaven and 
Earth.  

 

 
 
 
Similarly, Selenite is said to connect earthly and stellar energies as it  
anchors the light body in the earth vibrations. These selenite crystals  were 
shipped from a post office at o.oo° longitude in the United  Kingdom as 
part of a cross cultural arts exhibition, Espiral del Sur / Linea  SuR NoRtE. 
They were addressed to the curator of the exhibition who  lives along the 
Prime Meridian in Valencia, Spain. The crystals were sent  with the hope 
that they will continue to travel southwards, meandering  along the 
Meridian until they reach Ghana, just north of the Equator.   

 
To read the full story consult the webpage 
https://www.earth speaks.net/praxis-mundi 

 
 
 



 
 

You are a friendly host, a stopping point on 
their journey. It is our hope that you will join 
our efforts in carrying out a collaborative 
psycho-magical act of healing and 
metaphorical redistribution of power along   
this North- South axis. We are curious to   
know what stories the 0° meridian line might   
have to share in your locale and what insights 
the crystals might have to share with you.  

We have created an interactive online 
mapping tool to  facilitate your creative collaboration.   

.  

When you receive the box, we   
invite you to spend some   

contemplative time with these   
crystals. Perhaps you might   

take them to a point at 0.0°, or a   
sacred, powerful or meaningful   

place nearby. You could, for   
example, use them in a ritual, in   

an artistic installation, leave them   
in the light of the full moon,   
meditate with them or place   

them by your bed and see what   
you dream.   

 
 



  
There are three things we would ask every host to do;   

1) Allow the crystals to have direct contact with the earth wherever you  
are.   

2) Add your name and location to the scroll in the box and,  

3) Share your experiences via the map with a pin on your location and  any 
photos, videos, writings, webpages or sound bites that you might  like to 
share about the meridian or your time with the crystals.   

   
 QR code for the online interactive map or this link 

  
Caring for the crystals 
The selenite crystals will dissolve if left in water so best to keep them 
dry. There are sage sticks in the box that are there to protect the 
crystals as they travel. If you burn one of the sage sticks please be sure 
to replaceit with  another natural material.    

 
Once you are ready, please pass the  crystals on to a willing recipient 
down the line.  Please be sure to send them by surface mail and feel free 
to add    anything you wish to the box.  

 
*If you do not know anyone further south then please feel free to contact  



us via the webpage https://www.earth-speaks.net/praxis-mundi and we 
will help you to find someone.  
 
** If you live on the Gold Coast of Ghana and are the final host, we ask  
that you send the scroll back to the first address written at the top.  
Please do not return the crystals they are yours to do with what feels  
right. Please do let us know what and where that turns out to be.  

   
We thank you and wish you well with your crystal collaborations and  
beyond.  

Jane & Karmit / Praxis Mundi 27 de Febrero 2021 


